This paper presents a comparison of solutions of the shallow water (Saint Venant) equations for un steady one-dimensional flow over a plane and solutions ofthe diffusion and kinematic wave equations, which are approximate forms of the Saint Venant equations. In the cases studied, the lateral inflow is constant and positive but may cease before a steady state flow isreached. It isshown that for highly subcritical flow, the criterion proposed by Woolhiser and Liggett is necessary but not sufficient to enable a choice between the shallow water equations and the kinematic approximation. An additional criterion is proposed for these cases.
Introduction
In 1967, Woolhiser and Liggett presented the first accurate, nondimensional solutions for the rising hydrograph for un steady one-dimensional flow over a plane. The solutions were obtained partly by analytic techniques and partly by numeri cal methods utilizing the method of characteristics and the characteristic net. They demonstrated that as the parameter k = S0L0/H0F02 increases the solution to the continuity and momentum equations for the rising hydrograph approaches the solution for the simpler kinematic wave equation, where S0 isthe slope of the plane, L" isthe length of the plane, H" is the normal depth for discharge Q0 = qL0 at the end of the plane with lateral inflow rate q, and F0 is the Froude number with discharge Q0 and depth //". The parameter k, sometimes called the kinematic wave number, has frequently been used to judge when the kine matic wave equations are sufficiently accurate for hydrologic overland flow modelling.
Ponce el al. [1978] utilized a linear stability analysis of the Saint Venant equations to examine the applicability of the ki nematic and diffusion models in open channel flow. Specifi cally, they compared wave attenuation factors and propaga tion celerities for these two models and concluded that most overland flow problems can be modelled as kinematic flow.
Although their method does give considerable insight into the behavior of these models, it does not include lateral inflow nor does it include the relevant boundary conditions for overland flow. Therefore, it seems appropriate to utilize the approach of Woolhiser and Liggett [1967] and compare dimensionless overland flow hydrographs to develop approximate criteria.
The object of this paper is to examine partial equilibrium hydrographs (that is, hydrographs generated by lateral inflow that ceases before the system reaches a steady state) and reces sion hydrographs and to compare them with hydrographs ob tained from the kinematic wave equation and the diffusion equation.
The Shallow Water Equations
The dimensionless shallow-water equations for flow over an impervious plane are This paper is not subject to U.S. copyright. Published in 1980 by the American Geophysical Union.
(i) (2) where the asterisks denote dimensionless variables defined as follows:
where u is the average velocity at some point x, h is the depth, and / is the time. The variables and parameters are indicated on the definition sketch ( Figure 1 ). The dimensionless lateral inflow, Rt, is obtained by dividing the lateral inflow by the maximum rate, qm.". For a pulse input, R^will take on the value of 1 when rain is occurring or 0 when rain ceases. In ad dition.
Vo
(gn0y (4) where V0 is the normal velocity for Q0 = qLa. The friction slope has been defined by the Chezy equation, Sf = u2/Ch which is reflected in the term «"2/** in the right-hand side of (2) Equations (1) and (2) reduce to a pair of ordinary differen tial equations on the domain designated zone A in Figure 2 .
Zone A is the domain enclosed by the line t = 0 and the for ward and backward characteristic originating at the points *" = 0, *# = 0 and x^= I, tm «• 0, respectively.
The forward, or a, characteristic curve is described by the differential equation
Paper number 9W1600. and the backward, or ft, characteristic is described by dx^ ( 6) where ct = (h^/Fo-Equations (1) and (2) may be written in
and
The directional derivatives on the left-hand side of (7) and (8) are directed along the forward and backward characteristics (5) and (6)), respectively. Solutions to (1) and (2) can be ob tained by analytic methods within zone A and by numerical integration of (7) and (8) along curves specified by (5) and (6), using methods described by Liggett and Woolhiser [1967] .
Partial Equilibrium
Partial equilibrium hydrographs may be obtained by the same techniques. If the dimensionlessduration of rainfall, Z)#, is smaller than Tafl, which defines the maximum extent of zone'A in time, (1) and (2) become
Equations (9) and (10) (9) and (10) are (12) where u0 and h0 are the velocity and depth at time Dt. The ex pressions for the boundary characteristics a' and ft' can be readily obtained by substituting the expressions for u and ht given by (11) and (12) into (5) and (6) and integrating. The depth and velocity can be computed within zone A by using (11) and (12) after / = D^and the equations given by Wool hiser and before / = Dt. For the more general case of time varying lateral inflow the solutions presented by Brutsaert [1968] could be utilized in zone A before / = Dm. In the remainder of the solution domain, (5) to (8) are solved nu merically using the methods described by Liggett and Wool hiser [1967] . Figure 3 shows partial equilibrium hydrographs for various values of Fih k, and D . It is apparent that when the parame ter F0 is greater than about 0.4, the kinematic hydrograph pro vides an upper bound to the peak of the hydrograph for the shallow water equations (Figures 3a, and 3c) . The greatest dif ference in the peaks occurs when D# = 1.0. In general the Saint Venant equation hydrographs have a slower recession than the kinematic hydrographs. As k approaches a value of about 20, the kinematic hydrograph becomes a good approxi mation for F" S 0.4.
The Diffusion Equation
We have found that the numerical technique for solution of the full Saint Venant equations by the characteristic method, as described by Liggett and Woolhiser [1967] , breaks down for low values of F" as well as for large k as they reported [ Wool hiser . However, it is possible to obtain ap proximate solutions to the Saint Venant equations for small /•'" when k is large, and (2) may be written tr~F4-ut 
F,2k ta# -i t (14)
At the upstream boundary the condition u+ = 0 is equivalent to dh^/dx^= F,2k from (13). The critical flow downstream boundary condition m# = (hw)l/2/F0 isequivalent to dh^/dx^= Fig. 2 . The *"-/+ plane. We have used an implicit finite difference method to solve (14) . For F" = 0.25, k = 10, for example, the numerical method breaks down very shortly after the onset of recession for D" = 0.849, and it is impossible to calculate the whole of the rising hydrograph. The solutions are also sensitive to the form of the numerically obtained characteristic net. The solid and dotted lines in Figure 4b show the rising hydrograph for F0 = 0.4, k = 20 calculated using nets based on critical flow and normal flow normalization of the Saint Venant equations [see Wool hiser and . There is a significant difference be tween the results in the lower part of the hydrograph. Bearing in mind, therefore, that these numerical solutions of the full Saint Venant equations are subject to some error, we see that the diffusion equation is a reasonable approximation on the rising limb of the partial equilibrium hydrographs. We would expect there to be some error in the first part of the rising limb because here (13) will not be a good approximation to (2). The diffusion equation gives recession curves which are rather dif ferent from the Saint Venant recessions. This is because the effect of cessation of lateral inflow appears immediately as a decrease in the outflow rate in the diffusion equation solu- tions, whereas with the full equations (and, for that matter, with the kinematic equations) there is a delay. As F0-* 0 and k -* oo, the diffusion equation solutions ap proach the Saint Venant solutions. Figure 5 shows partial equilibrium hydrographs calculated using the diffusion equa tion in the region of low F0 and high k where the numerical solution of the characteristic equations fails. Fow low values of F0 the kinematic equation is not a good approximation to the diffusion equation when k = 20. As F0 -» 0, the value of k at which the kinematic equation can be used instead of the full shallow water equations increases approximately as 1/F02. This is because Ihe downstream boundary condition has a marginal effect on the upstream depth profile when the kine matic approximation holds. The diffusion equation, which at low F" and high k is a good approximation to the shallow wa ter equations, and its upstream boundary condition can be written in terms of one parameter F(2k. Thus when the down stream boundary condition, which includes both F02k and F0, is not significant, all solutions of the diffusion equation with the same F02k are similar. For low values of F0 the kinematic approximation can be made if F02k^5. This condition is compatible with the condition k > 20 given by Woolhiser and for F0 2= 0.5.
Discussion
This result has interesting implications for the modelling of real overland flow problems. For a given roughness C and rainfall q the conditions FQ2k = 5, F" «£ 0.5; k = 20, F0 > 0.5 can be written as equations relating L0, the length of a slope and 5(" its gradient. These equations are plotted in Figure 6 for a high rainfall, q = 3 x 10"5 m s_l (about 4 in./h), and for three Chezy roughnesses. The change of gradient occurs at Physically, the parameter F02k or S0L0/H0 represents the ra tio of the difference in elevation between the top and bottom of the plane and the normal depth of flow at the downstream boundary. Therefore it is quite easy to decide whether or not the kinematic model is appropriate.
